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Abstract

Adopting the perspective of construction grammar and related frameworks,
this paper introduces a corpus-based method for investigating correlations
between lexical items occurring in two different slots of a grammatical
construction. On the basis of three case studies dealing with the into-causa-
tive, English possessive constructions, and the way-construction, we show
that such correlations are determined by semantic coherence. We identify
three kinds of coherence: one based on frame-semantic knowledge, one
based on semantic prototypes, and one based on image schemas. We con-
clude by proposing a method that can potentially enhance the precision of
our results and that allows us to identify ever-finer contrasts by adopting
a multidimensional perspective towards co-occurrence patterns.

Keywords: construction grammar; collostructional analysis; covarying col-
lexemes; Fisher-Yates exact test; configural frequency analysis.

1. Introduction

When investigating the relationship between words and grammatical
structures, researchers typically focus on the preferences or restrictions
associated with individual slots in the construction; little attention is
paid to possible interactions between two (or more) such slots. However,
such interactions are intuitively important at least for some construc-
tions, which have several semantically or pragmatically constrained
slots, for example, the into-causative (He tricked me into employing
him), ‘genitive’ constructions (john’s book, part of the problem), the
way-construction (He found his way to New York), and many others.

In previous work, we have proposed corpus-based methods for inves-
tigating the association between a given construction and the words oc-
curring in a particular slot provided by it, either in relation to the lan-
guage as a whole (Stefanowitsch and Gries 2003), or in relation to some
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semantically or functionally near-equivalent construction (Gries and Ste-
fanowitsch 2004a). In this work we have shown, among other things,
that such associations are based on the degree of semantic compatibility
between the meaning of the construction and that of the word. In this
paper, we extend these methods to the investigation of potential interac-
tions between (sets of) words occurring in two different slots of the same
construction (cf. also Gries and Stefanowitsch 2004b), and apply it to
the cases just mentioned. We show that there are constraints holding
between different slots of a construction (i. e., that words in such slots
may covary systematically) and that these constraints are based on se-
mantic coherence. Specifically, we show that this semantic coherence
may be based on different criteria and identify three main types.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the theoretical
and methodological prerequisites underlying our approach and briefly
summarizes our previous work on collostructional analysis. Section 3
introduces the new method, which we refer to as covarying-collexeme
analysis. In Section 4, we present three case studies and discuss different
types of semantic coherence. In Section 5, we then discuss possible re-
finements and corrections concerning the basic method.

2. Collostructional analysis

2.1. Theoretical and methodological prerequisites

Collostructional analysis (Stefanowitsch and Gries 2003; Gries and Ste-
fanowitsch 2004a, b) has grown out of a merger of two currents in mod-
ern linguistics, one theoretical and one methodological. The theoretical
current is made up of a broad range of modern syntactic theories that
view (at least some) syntactic structures as meaningful elements and that
we will call � simplifying vastly � constructional theories. The methodo-
logical current is that of corpus linguistics, more specifically, of what
we call quantitative corpus linguistics (cf. Gries and Wulff, to appear;
Stefanowitsch, to appear a, b).

Let us begin with the theoretical current. Traditional approaches view
the lexicon and the grammar of a language as qualitatively completely
different phenomena: the lexicon is seen as consisting of linguistic signs
(form-meaning pairs), and the grammar as consisting of abstract (and
meaningless) syntactic rules. In contrast, constructional approaches view
both lexicon and (at least some of) grammar as consisting of meaningful
units, and hence of linguistic signs � most conspicuously, the group
of theories known as ‘construction grammars’ (cf. e. g., Fillmore 1988;
Fillmore and Kay 1995; Lakoff 1987; Goldberg 1995, 1999), but also
other theories, such as Systemic Functional Grammar (Halliday 1985),
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Emergent Grammar (Hopper 1987), Cognitive Grammar (Langacker
1987; cf. also Croft’s [2001] version of Cognitive Grammar, which he
refers to as Radical Construction Grammar), some versions of Lexical-
Functional Grammar (cf. Pinker 1989), and some versions of Head-
driven Phrase Structure Grammar (cf. Sag, Wasow, and Bender 2003).

In this paper, as in our previous work, we will adopt the terminology
and basic assumptions of construction grammars, but the method we
develop below and the results it yields are, in our view, potentially rel-
evant to all theoretical frameworks just mentioned. Even within the fam-
ily of construction grammars, however, there are quite drastic differences
concerning explicit or implicit fundamental assumptions. One of these
differences is the one between what we will call strict vs. loose construc-
tionality, and this difference will play a role at various points in this
paper. Strict constructionality refers to a view where every linguistic
unit � morphemes, lexemes, fixed or flexible multi-word expressions,
and grammatical structures � are seen as constructions on an equal
footing. Loose constructionality, in contrast, refers to a view that ac-
cords an elevated status to grammatical structures and (some) multi-
word expressions, and that views morphemes, words, and at least some
multi-word expressions as subordinate in some sense.

To illustrate this difference, take an utterance like John threw Mary a
ball. Under a strictly constructional interpretation, this utterance would
manifest (roughly) 11 constructions: the subject-predicate construction, a
verb-phrase construction licensing two direct objects, two types of noun-
phrase constructions (one with and one without a determiner), the ‘di-
transitive’ argument-structure construction, the past-tense construction,
and the five lexical items. Under a loosely constructional interpretation,
this utterance would manifest as little as one construction, the ditransi-
tive construction, which provides both the argument structure and the
grammatical relations (and/or the ‘tree’), and five words that have been
inserted into the slots provided by this construction (the status of tense
and similar phenomena under such an interpretation would be unclear).

As mentioned above, and regardless of whether a strictly or a loosely
constructional approach is adopted, grammatical structures are assumed
to be meaningful. This idea can also be demonstrated using the utterance
just mentioned, John threw Mary a ball. This utterance can be roughly
paraphrased as ‘John caused Mary to receive a ball by propelling the
ball with force through the air such that Mary was able to catch it’. The
question is where the ‘cause to receive’ meaning comes from: it is not
part of the meaning of the verb throw, which simply means ‘propel
through the air with force’, and none of the other lexical items can plau-
sibly be argued to contribute it either. A lexicalist solution might posit
an additional lexical entry throw2/‘cause to receive by propelling with
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force through the air’. However, there are countless verbs that do not
have a ‘cause to receive’ meaning in their basic use but take on such a
meaning when used with ditransitive syntax, and positing additional lexi-
cal entries for all of them would lead to an inflation of the lexicon while
at the same time missing the generalization that ditransitive syntax and
the meaning ‘cause to receive’ are linked somehow. A constructionist
solution to this problem is to argue that the grammatical structure
[SUBJ V OBJ1 OBJ2] itself (or rather, an abstract representation of it
that would accommodate different voices, moods, and word orders) con-
tributes this meaning, and maps it onto any verb occurring in it. This
avoids a seemingly arbitrary proliferation of lexical entries.1 Of course,
the question arises as to how the co-occurrence of particular words with
particular constructions is constrained, for example, what determines
which verbs can (or are likely to) occur with ditransitive syntax, and
which cannot (or are unlikely to). This is an issue of considerable com-
plexity (cf. Goldberg 1995: Chapter 2; Pinker 1989). One basic con-
straint, however, is what we might call the Principle of Semantic Compat-
ibility, which states that words can (or are likely to) occur with a given
construction if (or to the degree that) their meanings are compatible.

Let us now turn to the methodological current. As its name suggests,
quantitative corpus linguistics combines two approaches to language.
First, it takes a linguistically-informed corpus-based interest in the whole
range linguistic phenomena, as in traditional corpus linguistics (cf. e. g.,
Schlüter 2003 for phonology; Bybee and Scheibman 1999 for morphol-
ogy; Fillmore and Atkins 1994 and Atkins and Levin 1995 for lexis;
Renouf and Sinclair 1991 for grammar patterns; Rohdenburg 2003 for
grammatical variation; Theakston et al. 2002 for language acquisition,
etc.). Second, it combines this interest with a strict quantitative commit-
ment, as found more typically in corpus-based computational linguistics
(which is typically concerned with statistical language processing, cf. the
overviews in Church and Mercer 1993; Jurafsky and Martin 2000; Man-
ning and Schütze 1999; cf. below). This strict quantitative commitment
has several methodological entailments that characterize work in quanti-
tative corpus linguistics. First, the corpora used should be representative
and balanced (unless there is a specific reason to use non-balanced cor-
pora, for example, when studying register differences (cf. e. g., Biber
1988, 1993; cf. also the collostructional approaches in Wulff, Gries, and
Stefanowitsch 2005, and Stefanowitsch and Gries, to appear). Second,
instances of the linguistic phenomenon under investigation must be re-
trieved exhaustively, i. e., with maximal recall and precision. This typi-
cally requires careful manual or semi-manual post-editing; in this re-
spect, quantitative corpus linguistics differs markedly from most corpus-
based computational linguistics, where data are frequently processed au-
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tomatically with an eye to maximizing recall and accepting non-maximal
precision. Finally, the quantified data must be evaluated statistically. In
this respect, quantitative corpus linguistics differs most markedly from
most traditional corpus-linguistic work, which often (but by no means
always) reports raw frequencies, but hardly ever subjects these fre-
quencies to inferential statistical methods.

Despite the fact that the predominant corpus-linguistic traditions (at
least in Europe) mostly do not share these commitments, there are, by
now, a broad range of research traditions that do, and that we therefore
regard as instances of quantitative corpus linguistics (cf. for example,
Biber et al. 1999; Diessel and Tomasello 2005; Hay and Baayen 2002;
Grondelaers et al. 2002; Jurafsky et al. 2001; Kilgarriff 1996; Krug 1998;
Gries 2003b; Lapata et al. 2001; Leech 1992; Lüdeling and Evert 2003;
Stefanowitsch 2004b; Markert and Nissim 2002; Martin, to appear;
Brenier and Michaelis 2005; Roland and Jurafsky 2002; Sampson 2001;
Wulff 2003, to list just a few).

2.2. Previous work on collostructional analysis

Collostructional analysis is the application of (quantitative) colloca-
tional analysis within a constructional view of language (hence its name,
a blend of construction and collocational analysis).

Much of traditional work using collocational analysis proceeds as fol-
lows. The researcher retrieves (a sample of) all instances of the word
under investigation (the node word) together with all words within some
user-defined span (typically, between one and seven words to the left
and right of the node word). The words occurring within this span (the
collocates of the node word) are then weighted in terms of their impor-
tance, which is usually done on the basis of their frequency in the span.
Finally, collocates exceeding a particular frequency threshold are in-
spected with respect to what they reveal about the node word.

This procedure is problematic in two respects. First, it ignores syntac-
tic structure in the hope that relevant collocates (i. e., collocates with a
linguistically significant relationship to the node word) will outnumber
irrelevant ones. While this may work in some cases, it is obvious that a
user-defined span does not do any justice to the complexities of linear
linguistic structure. Recently, some researchers have begun to address
this problem explicitly by relying on syntactic criteria rather than an
arbitrary span for the retrieval of expressions (for example, Evert and
Krenn [2001], who investigate adjective-noun collocations and support-
verb structures in German; cf. Evert 2004: Chapter 1 for an overview
and discussion).
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Second, simply rank-ordering collocates in terms of their frequency
ignores the complexity and the overall distribution of the data: since
some words have a higher overall frequency than others, they have a
higher general probability of occurrence so that their higher frequency
among the collocates is not indicative of the node word’s characteristics.
More sophisticated approaches (e. g., Berry-Rogghe 1974; Church and
Hanks 1990) therefore take into consideration the overall distribution of
all words involved in a potential collocation to compute a measure of
association strength capturing the relation between the node word(s) and
its collocates.

Collostructional analysis is a natural extension of such quantitatively
sophisticated collocational approaches within a construction-based
framework: if grammatical structures are regarded as signs in the same
way that words are, then their association to words (or other grammati-
cal structures) can be investigated in the same way as associations be-
tween words. In doing so, collostructional analysis pays closer attention
to grammatical structure than any previous approach.

The most straightforward implementation of this idea is collexeme
analysis (Stefanowitsch and Gries 2003): instead of a node word, we
look at a construction (such as the ditransitive, the past tense, the im-
perative, etc.), and instead of a user-defined span, we look at the words
occurring in a particular slot provided by that construction (we refer to
such words as [potential] collexemes). The latter are typically lemma-
tized, though looking at word forms is equally possible. In accordance
with the methodological requirements of quantitative corpus linguistics,
collexeme analysis is not based on the raw frequencies of collexemes, but
on an evaluation of these frequencies in terms of some distributional
statistic. The information needed for this evaluation is summarized sche-
matically in Table 1.2

Table 1. Collexeme analysis

Construction C ÿC (all other constructions)

Word L Freq (L�C) Freq (L�ÿC)
ÿL (all other words) Freq (ÿL�C) Freq (ÿL�ÿC)

As an example, consider the distribution of the verb give inside and
outside of the ditransitive construction, shown in Table 2 (numbers in
italics are derived directly from the corpus, the others are the results of
subtractions; for expository reasons we also show expected frequencies
in parentheses).

A range of distributional statistics are available for the analysis of
such frequency tables. For a variety of reasons, we have so far always
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Table 2. The distribution of give inside and outside the ditransitive in the ICE-GB (cf.
Stefanowitsch and Gries 2003: 227�230)

give Other verbs Row totals

DITRANSITIVE 461 (9) 574 (1,026) 1,035
Other constructions 699 (1151) 136,930 (136,478) 137,629

Column totals 1,160 137,504 138,664

used the Fisher-Yates Exact test.3 More precisely, we have simply taken
the p-value provided by this test as a measure of collostruction strength,
i. e., a word’s strength of attraction/repulsion to a construction. In this
study, we use the same test where possible (but see Section 5 below);
however, we use a log-transformed p-value as a measure of collostruc-
tion strength. This has several advantages. First, the p-value is not an
intuitively very easy measure since the most interesting values are only
located in the small range of 0.05 to 0 (and many linguists are unfamiliar
with the scientific format employed for representing such small num-
bers). Second, the p-value as such can only represent the strength of the
relation, but not its direction, i. e., whether an observed frequency is
larger or smaller than the expected one. Third, the log-transformation
allows the researcher to correlate collostruction strength with frequencies
using linear correlation coefficients (cf. Gries, Hampe, and Schönefeld,
submitted a). Specifically, we use the base-ten logarithm of the p-value
as a measure of association strength (which we will refer to as plog10)
and change the sign of the resulting value to a plus when the observed
frequency is higher than the expected one. This way, we get a value
ranging from �� (for strong repulsion) over 0 (no relation) to ��
(strong attraction); from this procedure it follows that log-transformed
values with absolute values exceeding 1.30103 are significant at the level
of 5 % (since 10�1.30103 � 0.05), and values exceeding 2 and 3 are signifi-
cant at the levels of 1 % and 0.1 % respectively.

When we apply this method to the data shown in Table 2, we get a
p-value smaller than the smallest value that home-issue personal com-
puters will output. For all practical purposes, thus, it corresponds to
zero, which yields a collostruction strength value plog10 of infinity, indi-
cating that give is associated with the ditransitive construction extremely
strongly. In fact, it is the construction’s most strongly attracted collex-
eme, which makes sense given the principle of semantic compatibility:
the meanings of the ditransitive and the verb give both prominently in-
clude the component ‘cause to receive’ (cf. Stefanowitsch and Gries
2003).
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Distinctive collexeme analysis follows the same basic logic but is con-
cerned with collexemes that are significantly associated with a (particular
slot in a) construction as compared to a semantically or functionally
similar construction (for the collocation-based precursor of this method,
cf. Church et al. 1991; Gries 2003a). The information required for a
distinctive collexeme analysis is summarized schematically in Table 3.

Table 3. Distinctive collexeme analysis

Construction C ÿConstruction D

Word L Freq (L�C) Freq (L�D)
ÿL (all other words) Freq (ÿL�C) Freq (ÿL�D)

As an example, consider the distribution of the verb give across the
ditransitive construction and the prepositional dative shown in Table 4
(parentheses and italics are used as in Table 2 above).

Table 4. The distribution of give in the ditransitive and the to-dative in the ICE-GB
(from Gries and Stefanowitsch 2004a: 102)

give Other verbs Row totals

DITRANSITIVE 461 (213) 574 (822) 1,035
TO-DATIVE 146 (394) 1,773 (1,525) 1,919

Column totals 607 2,347 2,954

The Fisher-Yates Exact p-value for this distribution is 1.835954E-120,
corresponding to a plog10-value of 119.7361, indicating that give highly
significantly prefers the ditransitive when compared to the prepositional
dative. Again, this makes sense given the principle of semantic compat-
ibility, since, as pointed out above, give and the ditransitive are essen-
tially synonymous: both mean something like ‘agent causes recipient
to receive theme’. In contrast, the prepositional dative has been argued
to mean something like ‘agent causes theme to move to location’. Of
course, this meaning is compatible with give, and thus give does occur
in the prepositional dative; however, give’s meaning is more compatible
with the ditransitive, and hence its association to the latter is stronger
(cf. Gries and Stefanowitsch 2004a).

Both collexeme analysis and distinctive collexeme analysis have been
applied to a variety of grammatical issues, for example, alternations
(Gries and Stefanowitsch 2004a), constructional synonymy (Wulff, to
appear), and grammaticalization (Hilpert, submitted). However, their
applicability is not limited to grammatical phenomena. Its greater
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precision compared to collocational analysis (i. e., the fact that well-de-
fined slots in a well-defined grammatical structure are used instead of
an arbitrarily defined span) also makes it a valuable tool for lexical se-
mantics (which we will not be concerned with here, but cf. the discussion
of construction-dependent semantic prosody in Stefanowitsch and Gries
2003: 220�222).

3. Covarying-collexeme analysis

Often, a construction provides two (or more) slots which may be associ-
ated with sets of items whose semantic properties we want to investigate
with respect to each other (a point we will return to at the end of the
present section). The method presented in this paper, covarying-collex-
eme analysis, is a natural extension of our previous methods intended to
deal with such situations.

Instead of looking at one slot in a construction and identifying the
association strengths of lexical items occurring in this slot to the con-
struction itself, we identify the association strength between pairs of lexi-
cal items occurring in two different slots of the same construction (in
other words, we look at the way in which lexical items in one slot covary
with those in another slot). This involves determining for each potential
collexeme L occurring in slot 1, which potential collexemes in slot 2 co-
occur with it significantly more often than expected. As above, this is
done by comparing actual frequencies of co-occurrence with expected
ones on the basis of a 2-by-2 distribution table. Such a table is shown
schematically in Table 5.

Table 5. Covarying collexeme analysis

Mslot2 ÿMslot2 (all other words
(word M in slot 2) in slot 2)

Lslot1 (word L in slot 1) Freq (Lslot1 � Mslot2) Freq (Lslot1 � ÿMslot2)
ÿLslot1 (all other words in slot 1) Freq (ÿLslot1 � Mslot2) Freq (ÿLslot1 �ÿMslot2)

As an example, consider the distribution of fool and think in the into-
causative (as in We must not fool ourselves into thinking there is no
longer any problem), shown in Table 6 (again, parentheses indicate ex-
pected frequencies and italics indicate directly observed frequencies).

Applying the Fisher-Yates Exact test to this table yields a p-value of
8.708634e-31 corresponding to a plog10-value of 30.06. This indicates that
the association between fool and think in the into-causative is a relatively
strong one (in fact, it is the most strongly associated covarying-collexeme
pair in this construction).
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Table 6. The distribution of fool and think in the into-causative (BNC 1.0)

think Other verbs Row totals

fool 46 (7) 31 (70) 77
Other verbs 101 (140) 1,408 (1369) 1,509
Column totals 147 1,439 1,586

Note that the way in which we have presented covarying-collexeme
analysis here implicitly assumes a loosely constructional view; one gram-
matical construction (the into-causative) is taken as the critical context
in which the co-occurrence of the two lexemes is investigated. Note also
that from such a loosely constructional perspective, both collexeme
analysis and distinctive-collexeme analysis appear to be essentially para-
digmatic in nature: what is investigated is the set of choices available in
a given position of a syntagmatic structure in relation to that structure
itself. In contrast, covarying-collexeme analysis introduces a syntagmatic
perspective in addition: what is investigated is the set of choices available
in a given position of a syntagmatic structure in relation to the set of
choices available in another position in the same structure. Thus, covary-
ing collexemes are more like traditional collocates, except that their co-
occurrence is not investigated in the corpus as a whole but only in that
subset of the corpus made up by clauses fitting the construction type in
question. However, the question of syntagmaticity and paradigmaticity
is one of perspective: from a strictly constructional view, it is always the
co-occurrence of linguistic signs that is investigated; in the case of collex-
eme analysis and distinctive collexeme analysis, this is the co-occurrence
between two signs (lexeme and construction), in the case of covarying-
collexeme analysis it is the co-occurrence between three signs (lexeme1,
lexeme2, and construction). From this perspective, it is irrelevant that
some signs are realized as elements in a certain sequence while other
signs may be realized as the sequence itself, or as a mixture of elements
and a certain sequence. From a theoretical point of view, adopting a
strictly constructional or a loosely constructional view may have impor-
tant repercussions, but from a methodological point of view, it is simply
a matter of convenience; mathematically, nothing hinges on it. We could
rewrite Table 6 by taking one of the lexical constructions as the critical
context and then investigate the co-occurrence of the other lexical con-
struction and the grammatical structure in question. This would not
change the frequencies in the cross-table, and thus it would not affect
the value of the association measure (but cf. Section 5 below).
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Let us turn briefly to the issue of why we might want to investigate
two slots in a given construction with respect to each other. At the most
general level, the issue is whether and how different slots in a construc-
tion are related semantically. That they are expected to be related at all
follows from the principle of semantic compatibility: since a word in any
slot of a construction must be compatible with the semantics provided
by the construction for that slot, there should be an overall coherence
among all slots. We will refer to this expectation as the Principle of
Semantic Coherence (note that this is not the Semantic Coherence Prin-
ciple posited by Goldberg 1995: 50). Of course, this principle does not
specify what kind of semantic coherence to expect for any given con-
struction � this is an empirical question, to which we now turn.

4. Case studies

This section presents three case studies. The first and the third are based
on the British National Corpus (Version 1.0), the second is based on the
British component of the International Corpus of English and on the
Manchester Corpus of language acquisition data. In each case study, we
follow the principles of quantitative corpus linguistics and the pro-
cedures of collostructional analysis outlined above. We retrieve all in-
stances of the construction in question. We use the annotation provided
by the corpora to the degree that it is reliable, but since this reliability
varies, we define all searches such that recall is 100 per cent and then
achieve the same degree of precision by discarding all false hits by means
of manual post-editing. The words in the slots under investigation are
then lemmatized and subjected to the statistical procedure described in
the preceding section using software routines written in R and Perl for
this specific purpose (Gries 2004; Stefanowitsch 2004a).4

4.1. The into-causative

Let us begin with the into-causative already mentioned in the preceding
section. The into-causative can be schematically presented as shown in
(1a), and some examples are shown in (1b�d):

(1) a. SUBJcauser Vcausing.event OBJcausee [OBL into V-ingresulting.event]
b. … most customers are misled into believing that those guarantees

and warranties cover far more than they do (BNC KRL)
c. … he was forced into making a reluctant announcement (BNC

FR1)
d. Newley had been tricked into revealing his hiding place (BNC

GUU)
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The semantics of this construction is a little more specific than the
subscripts suggest: previous work (Wierzbicka 1998) claims that is used
in situations where the causee initially does not want to perform the
resulting event but where the causer overcomes this resistance, typically
by persuasion or trickery.

Given these semantic constraints, it is possible to predict roughly what
verbs are likely to occur in the two slots. The causing-event slot should
prefer verbs denoting actions that are suited to overcoming resistance,
and the resulting-event slot should prefer verbs denoting actions that
causees are likely not to want to perform. The first prediction is in fact
borne out (cf. Stefanowitsch and Gries 2003; Gries and Stefanowitsch
2004b), the second prediction has not been tested yet (but cf. Section
5 below).

What is crucial in the present context, however, is that even this rela-
tively precise description of the construction’s semantics does not allow
us to predict combinations of cause and result predicates. As mentioned
in the preceding section, the principle of semantic compatibility predicts
that these combinations should be semantically coherent, but it does not
provide us with an expectation concerning the kind of semantic coher-
ence.

Consider Table 7, which shows the 20 most strongly attracted and
repelled combinations of cause and result verbs, calculated as described
above (note that in the case of repelled combinations, only the first two
are statistically significant).5

In general, the results show that in the case of the into-causative, the
semantic coherence between the covarying collexemes is based on con-
ventionalized causal frame sequences, i. e., on (culture-specific) frame-
semantic knowledge of what typically causes what.

Take the first four pairs. All of them instantiate a relationship between
a trickery frame and a belief frame. If we include all significant covary-
ing-collexeme pairs with belief results, it turns out that this relationship
is in fact the predominant one for this frame in the into-causative (cf.
Table 8).

The strong association between these two frames clearly reflects cul-
tural knowledge about the way in which people influence each other’s
mental states.6

A second pair that reflects cultural knowledge concerning typical
causal sequences of frames is seduce into misbehaving: seduce is signifi-
cantly associated with five other verbs (aspire, posit, yield, believe, in-
vest), two of which, like misbehave, are used in a romantic or sexual
context, as shown in (2):
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Table 7. Attracted and repelled covarying collexemes in the into-causative (BNC 1.0)

Attracted covarying-collexeme pairs Repelled covarying-collexeme pairs
in the into-causative in the into-causative

fool into thinking 30.06 force into thinking 2.554
mislead into thinking 12.755 coerce into thinking 1.421
mislead into believing 8.355 trick into making 0.945
deceive into thinking 5.651 push into thinking 0.794
trick into parting 5.248 trick into accepting 0.717
encourage into farming 4.652 bully into believing 0.716
dragoon into serving 4.652 talk into believing 0.671
aggravate into producing 4.28 trick into thinking 0.634
panick into seizing 4.078 lead into believing 0.561
seduce into misbehaving 3.966 talk into making 0.536
delude into believing 3.952 force into giving 0.497
torture into revealing 3.75 tempt into thinking 0.42
force into hiding 3.676 frighten into thinking 0.363
shock into facing 3.546 shame into thinking 0.335
stimulate into developing 3.48 provoke into giving 0.295
blackmail into marrying 3.413 lead into thinking 0.28
drive into hiding 3.372 provoke into accepting 0.269
con into posting 3.35 deceive into accepting 0.269
intimidate into voting 3.335 bully into giving 0.266
move into gulping 3.2 fool into accepting 0.264

Table 8. Significant covarying collexemes of believe and think in the into-causative
(BNC 1.0)

RESULT CAUSE

believe mislead, delude, con, hoodwink, indoctrinate, dupe, fool, bluff, seduce,
lull, bamboozle, brainwash

think fool, mislead, deceive, delude, lull, brainwash

(2) a. … A sexual go between, a secret agent planted to seduce the
enemy into misbehaving, a chemical in massage oil which makes
you tingle … (BNC KCU)

b. … that tenderness that came across so like loving. It mocked me,
but at the same time ... I was being weakened by it, seduced into
yielding to your power over me ... (BNC H9L)

c. … “I [love you], Ruth,” he breathed so passionately that she was
almost seduced into believing him. But her reasoning cried out
the truth … (BNC JY4)

The remaining verbs are used in contexts where somebody mistakenly
acts in a certain way:
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(3) a. The Smiths seduce us into aspiring to the same heroic pitch of
failure and exile. (BNC AB3)

b. Bourdieu wonders how structural anthropologists could be se-
duced into positing the existence of the rule when informants were
just using it as a strategy. (BNC GW4)

c. One investigator into the Maxwell scandal said: ‘Maxwell was
seduced into investing in Paris …’ (BNC AL2)

A third example of a conventionally associated pair of semantic
frames is that manifested by torture into revealing. It is fair to say that
getting someone to reveal something is the primary goal of torture.
Again, the other significant covarying collexemes of torture confirm this
association: they are prove, admit, and confess. Incidentally, the same
association was found for a considerably larger data set, ten volumes
of the British Newspaper The Guardian, in an earlier study (Gries and
Stefanowitsch 2004b). Because of the larger data set, a number of signifi-
cant associations emerged that did not manifest themselves in the present
study, for example, the one between commercial transaction verbs and
verbs of trickery and harassment shown in Table 9.

Table 9. Collexemes of transaction verbs in the into-causative (The Guardian)

RESULT CAUSE

buy mislead, hoodwink, lure, entice, boss, pester, diddle, guilt-trip, scare,
nag, pressure, steer, tempt, fool

purchase mislead, lure
pay con, dupe, harass, intimidate, scare, blackmail, tie, panick, mislead,

shame
overpay dupe
sell panick, force, entrap, terrify

All examples discussed here demonstrate not only the high degree of
semantic coherence that holds between covarying collexemes, but also
the high systematicity holding between sets of covarying collexemes.
These associations are clearly not the exception, but the rule for the
into-causative; many other examples can be found that plausibly reflect
culture-specific frame-semantic knowledge (e. g., dragoon � serve, black-
mail � marry, etc.).7

4.2. Possessive constructions

The into-causative has a relatively specific meaning, and thus, the fact
that the analysis in the preceding section confirms the principle of se-
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mantic coherence is not altogether surprising. Let us therefore look at
two much more abstract constructions, the s-genitive, shown in (4) and
the of-construction show in (5), again with subscripts showing ‘prototypi-
cal’ semantic roles:

(4) a. NPpossessor’s Npossessee

b. John’s book
c. Mary’s sister

(5) a. det Nwhole of NPpart

b. a cup of tea
c. the edge of the area

The semantics of these constructions is not as uncontroversial as the
subscripts suggest. The basic meaning of the s-genitive has been analyzed
as ‘possession’ (including ownership, kinship, and body-part relations)
among others by Taylor (1996) and Stefanowitsch (2003; cf. also Gries
and Stefanowitsch 2004a), and the basic meaning of the of-construction
as ‘partitive’ by Langacker (1992) and Stefanowitsch (2003); however,
other researchers have analyzed both constructions as meaningless syn-
tactic formatives, which is not entirely implausible given the vast range
of semantic relations that they encode.

The predictions for a covarying-collexeme analysis of the two con-
structions are straightforward: if the constructions have the basic mean-
ings suggested in (4) and (5), we would expect semantic coherence effects
based on these meanings; if they are empty formatives, we would expect
either semantic coherence effects based on other kinds of semantic
knowledge, or no coherence effects at all.

Let us begin with the s-genitive. Table 10 shows the 30 most signifi-
cantly attracted head-modifier combinations in two corpora, the In-
ternational Corpus of English, and, for reasons that will become clear
presently, the caretaker language from the Manchester Corpus (a corpus
of free conversations between children of age 2 to 5 and their caretakers).
Note that proper names of persons and works of art were collapsed into
single ‘lemmas’.

The data from ICE-GB do not look promising for an approach that
claims that the basic meaning of the s-genitive is ‘possession’, although
the principle of semantic coherence holds. The supposedly basic mean-
ings are hardly instantiated at all: there are two potential cases of owner-
ship (child’s clothing, which is more likely a genitival compound, and
Israel’s zone), two cases of kinship (my friend and her mother), and two
case of body-part relations (cow’s teat and perhaps subject’s voice). The
vast majority of cases thus encodes ‘non-basic’ meanings such as pro-
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Table 10. Attracted covarying collexemes in the s-genitive in two corpora

Attracted NPhead-Nmod combinations in the s-genitive

International Corpus of English (GB) Caretakers in the Manchester Corpus

[Pers. Name]’s [Work of Art] 33.904 her hair 84.209
widow’s benefit 18.128 my goodness 70.181
your test 11.727 [Pers. Name]’s toy 57.542
girl’s school 11.19 her dress 51.658
designer’s studio 10.208 my word 48.665
your LEA 9.749 [Pers. Name]’s igloo 44.142
Jew’s college 9.664 Grandma’s house 42.348
earth’s rotation 9.284 her arm 40.618
tomorrow’s final 8.907 her plant 39.813
my friend 8.822 doll’s clothes 35.212
child’s clothing 8.084 your sister 29.635
her mother 8.076 his head 29.197
widow’s pension 7.828 his tail 26.062
brewer’s tie 7.69 king’s horse 24.507
pride’s purge 7.69 your train 23.988
boy’s school 7.483 my knee 23.417
curate’s egg 7.213 my shop 22.935
dog’s mercury 7.213 doll’s hair 22.068
Jaguar’s dashboard 7.213 your mouth 20.886
BBC’s correspondent 7.001 your hand 20.394
Israel’s zone 6.912 your finger 19.791
[Pers. Name]’s resignation 6.796 your boat 19.53
Roland’s synth 6.736 my baby 18.839
cow’s teat 6.435 your book 18.586
farmer’s workshop 6.435 night’s sleep 18.078
firm’s charge 6.435 his Mummy 17.753
subject’s voice 6.394 baby’s bottle 16.234
partner’s earning 6.368 his ear 15.711
people’s struggle 6.284 panda’s clothes 15.229
moment’s notice 6.243 Mummy’s knee 14.935

ducer-product ([Pers. Name]’s [Work of Art], Roland’s synth), partici-
pant-event (your test/LEA, earth’s rotation, farmer’s workshop, partner’s
earning, people’s struggle), time-event (tomorrow’s final, moment’s notice),
group-member (BBC’s correspondent), and, above all, a range of genitival
compounds (i. e., the ‘descriptive genitives’ of traditional grammar, cf.
Quirk et al. 1985: Section 5.122 for a discussion of the formal properties
distinguishing these from ‘true’ genitives), which may be relatively literal
(widow’s benefit/pension, girl’s school), or completely idiomatic (pride’s
purge, curate’s egg, dog’s mercury). The analysis of the s-genitive as a
meaningless formative seems to be an attractive alternative.

This impression changes when we turn to the input-to-acquisition data
(i. e., the caretaker language). Here, we find clear evidence of a semantic
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Table 11. Attracted covarying collexemes in the of-construction in two corpora

Attracted NPhead-Nmod combinations in the of-construction

International Corpus of English (GB) Caretakers in the Manchester Corpus

secretary of state 69.615 cup of tea �
sort of thing 55.51 king of castle 66.975
point of view 36.683 one of those 47.424
edge of area 33.466 all of them 47.178
instalment of hire 27.521 first of all 43.48
house of commons 25.822 piece of paper 38.73
point of order 25.199 one of these 33.37
edge of box 25.019 drink of milk 30.796
lot of love 24.395 way of doing 26.415
friend of mine 24.359 bottom of garden 26.264
gang of four 20.588 picture of [Pers. Name] 23.578
kind of thing 19.705 tin of bean 20.753
chairman of committee 19.687 pair of trouser 19.712
court of appeal 19.65 tin of soup 19.167
period of time 17.717 tin of salmon 18.482
member of staff 17.052 two of them 17.666
leader of party 16.437 lot of noise 16.89
rate of inflation 15.45 way of getting 16.453
inspector of tax 14.855 lot of money 16.184
interruption of employment 14.855 ring of rose 15.828
prisoner of war 14.824 front of train 15.545
quality of life 14.795 bottle of milk 15.057
university of London 14.526 game of snap 15.021
copy of letter 14.439 top of there 14.596
cup of tea 14.433 bail of hay 14.205
back of defence 14.298 top of other 14.147
bank of England 13.736 lot of thing 13.594
depth of [Number] metre 13.357 bunch of grape 13.546
group of people 13.35 bar of soap 13.536
department of health 13.215 time of year 12.883

prototype of possession. With the exception of two interjections (my
goodness, my word) and one time-event relation (good) night’s sleep, all
of the top thirty collexeme pairs encode possession, body-part relations,
or kinship.

In sum, both the balanced sample (the ICE-GB) and the input-to-
acquisition data thus show semantic coherence. In the case of the bal-
anced sample, this coherence is based on a wide variety of relations, all
of which, however, plausibly figure prominently in our world knowledge
of things that belong together. In the case of the input data, this is based
on a semantic prototype � the collexeme pairs can plausibly be used by
children to identify possession as the basic meaning of the s-genitive,
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although this basic meaning is subsequently diluted through an ever
wider range of applications, ending in the kind of general head-modifier
meaning evident in the ICE-GB data. Note that this argument is not
affected by the fact that child-directed speech is focused on different
kinds of ‘things’ than adult-directed speech (say, concrete objects, peo-
ple, etc. as opposed to abstract concepts): first, child-directed speech does
contain references to abstract concepts (activities, desires, etc.); second,
what is at issue is that the relations between things that are encoded
in the two registers differ markedly (for example, producer-product is a
relationship between people and concrete objects, yet it is not among the
most prominently encoded relations in child-directed speech).

A very similar difference emerges for the of-construction, whose top
covarying-collexeme pairs in the two corpora are shown in Table 11.

The ICE-GB data do contain a number of instances of part-whole and
quantity relations (edge of area, edge of box, lot of love, period of time,
member of staff, leader of party, cup of tea, back of defence, group of
people), but these are not so predominant as to force the conclusion that
they constitute the basic meaning of the construction. Instead, we find
again that there are many compound-like fixed expressions (secretary of
state, house of commons, gang of four, court of appeal, inspector of
tax(es), prisoner of war, University of London, Bank of England, Depart-
ment of Health), as well as a number of other semantic relations. Again,
though, the situation is very different in the child-directed speech data,
which show an overwhelming predominance of part-whole or quantity
relations (the only exceptions being king of castle, way of doing, picture
of [Pers. Name], way of getting, game of snap, and time of year).8

In sum, there is again semantic coherence based on a clear semantic
prototype in the input data which gradually resolves into a more general
semantic coherence based on world knowledge.

4.3. The way-construction

Having looked at purely verbal collexeme pairs (in the into-causative)
and purely nominal collexeme pairs (in the s-genitive and the of-con-
struction), let us in conclusion turn to a collexeme pair that is mixed in
terms of part of speech, a verb-preposition pair. The construction in
question is the way-construction (Jackendoff 1990; Goldberg 1995:
Chapter 9), shown in (6):

(6) a. SUBJtheme Vmove POSS way [obl P NP]path

b. He could find his way back to New York somehow (BNC A0U)
c. [The dogs] had chewed their way through the wooden door of a

garage (BNC AJD).
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The semantics of this construction is again slightly more complex than
suggested by the subscripts. According to Goldberg (1995: 199�209),
there are two alternative readings: one of simple motion, as in (6b), and
one of path creation, as in (6c). We will not be concerned with this
difference here, but simply focus on the relationship between the (mo-
tion) verb and the (path) preposition in general. Again, we will be con-
cerned with the question whether there are semantic coherence effects,
and if so, of what kind they are. The specific expectation in this case is
that the type of motion that is denoted by a given verbal collexeme is
in some way compatible with the specific type of path denoted by the
corresponding prepositional collexeme. Table 12 shows the thirty most
strongly attracted and repelled collexeme pairs in the way-construction.9

A cursory inspection of the top collexeme-pairs clearly conveys a sense
of coherence. For example, it makes sense that the verb find and the
preposition around form a covarying collexeme pair, since both evoke a
situation where the subject/theme does not follow a precisely laid-out
path. Likewise, thread and between form a natural pair, since a threading
motion requires at least two landmarks (for example two separate ob-
jects or two sides of an opening), and between refers to just such a
configuration. Finally, both worm � into and smash � into complement
each other, since entering a container often involves either finding and
using a small opening (worm) or creating an opening (smash). The kind
of coherence displayed by these cases is perhaps best described as an
image-schematic (in the sense of Lakoff 1987) coherence, i. e., verbs and
prepositions evoke certain abstract spatial relationships which must fit
together.

In order to determine whether this type of coherence is a general prop-
erty of verb-preposition pairs in the way-construction, let us look at
selected classes of semantically similar prepositions and their significant
verbal covarying collexemes. Consider the prepositions in Table 13,
which all denote paths that are in some way convoluted and not deter-
mined by the goal that the subject/theme is moving towards, but by the
nature of the environment they traverse in order to get there (all signifi-
cant verbal collexemes are listed in decreasing order of association
strength).

Clearly, the verbs associated with these prepositions contain semantic
components that correspond to the characterization of the prepositions.
Five classes in particular can be identified that meet this criterion: (i)
verbs of careful movement (feel, pick, inch), (ii) verbs of forcibly creating
a path (pound, gobble, crunch, chivvy, gouge, slap, poke, steamroller), (iii)
verbs of navigation (find, navigate, chart, negotiate, browse, trace); per-
haps related to these (iv) verbs of circumventing obstacles (wind, wend,
crab, curl, bump), and (v) verbs of aimless motion (sashay, wander, idle,
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Table 12. Attracted and repelled covarying collexemes in the way-construction (BNC
1.0)

Attracted verb-preposition combinations Repelled verb-preposition combinations
in the way-construction in the way-construction

find one’s way into 60.66 make one’s way through 45.254
make one’s way to 51.621 make one’s way into 44.31
find one’s way around 26.79 find one’s way through 39.938
talk one’s way out of 20.689 work one’s way to 14.9
pay one’s way Ø 17.866 force one’s way to 13.068
push one’s way through 17.687 make one’s way around 12.569
force one’s way into 17.377 pick one’s way to 12.374
make one’s way towards 15.864 find one’s way towards 11.39
make one’s way back to 15.553 work one’s way into 9.575
find one’s way about 14.818 find one’s way across 8.125
pick one’s way over 11.951 make one’s way in 8.012
work one’s way through 11.944 find one’s way up 7.933
munch one’s way through 11.525 find one’s way along 7.672
thread one’s way between 10.382 make one’s way out of 6.46
work one’s way up 10.198 make one’s way through to 4.98
find one’s way on to 10.172 fight one’s way into 4.69
work one’s way up from 10.1 make one’s way on to 4.216
eat one’s way through 9.9 find one’s way past 4.041
fight one’s way back into 9.413 find one’s way up to 3.906
con one’s way into 9.087 find one’s way down 3.879
make one’s way downstairs 8.907 claw one’s way through 3.364
trick one’s way into 8.533 make one’s way between 3.175
worm one’s way into 8.459 make one’s way back into 3.078
work one’s way up through 8.423 work one’s way back to 2.853
cut one’s way through 8.238 make one’s way about 2.842
make one’s way down 8.194 feel one’s way through 2.782
pick one’s way through 7.59 wind one’s way to 2.655
smash one’s way into 7.185 weave one’s way to 2.655
pick one’s way across 6.998 find one’s way out of 2.615
spend one’s way out of 6.933 wind one’s way into 2.556

Table 13. Collexemes of some convoluted path prepositions (BNC 1.0)

PREPOSITION VERB

around find, navigate, wind, pound, feel, chart, hoot, howl, scream, whine,
whore, negotiate, browse, chuff, gobble

across pick, wing, make, rattle, dance, inch, wend, crunch, belch, chivvy,
crab, gouge, heave, hiss, hoover, knit, pulse, ripple, sashay, skitter,
wander

along feel, pick, inch, make, slap, poke, bump, continue, curl, glide, idle,
row, skip, slither, spread, strangle, take, trace, whistle

over pick, pray, sound, steamroller, trod, chuff, clatter, pull, lick, nibble,
wing
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trod). Classes (i) and (ii) both refer to ways of dealing with a path deter-
mined by an uneven surface, classes (iii) and (iv) both refer to ways of
dealing with (obstacles in) an unknown environment, and class (v) refers
to motion events without any explicit goal at all.10

Next, consider the prepositions in Table 14, which all refer to paths
that meet obstacles. Two clear classes of verbs can be identified that are
image-schematically compatible: (i) verbs of circumvention (weave,
snake, leap, wind, thread, ease), and verbs of navigation (negotiate, steer)
and (ii) verbs of forcibly creating a path (push, work, munch, eat, cut,
chew, hack, chomp, shoulder, plough, carve, gnaw, punch, elbow, fight,
bludgeon, saw, scythe, thrust, prod, wrestle, pole).

Table 14. Collexemes of some obstacle prepositions (BNC 1.0)

PREPOSITION VERB

between pick, weave, snake, leap, paddle, wind
through push, work, munch, eat, cut, pick, chew, thread, hack, chomp, shoul-

der, read, wind, weave, bluff, plough, carve, gnaw, smoke, punch, el-
bow, fight, bludgeon, negotiate, finger, flick, growl, pant, saw, scythe,
search, slurp, tack

past elbow, talk, thrust, ease, prod, wrestle, bluff, pole, steer

Next, consider the prepositions in Table 15, which refer to paths lead-
ing from the outside to the inside of a container or vice versa. Similar
to the obstacle prepositions, the verbs associated with the first two of
these, in and out, fall into two classes that are compatible with such a
motion: (i) verbs of forcibly creating a path (force, brave, knock, jab, dig,
fight, shoot, box), and (ii) verbs of moving through a small opening (bow,
weasel, wiggle, squeeze). Thus, there is the same kind of image-schematic
coherence found also with other prepositions. Matters are different with
the prepositions into and out of, which are mostly associated with verbs
of trickery and verbal force, resulting in a strong and probably non-
arbitrary similarity to the into-causative discussed above. It seems, that
these prepositions are not usually used with physical motion at all
(though some of the verbs found with in and out also occur here). Why
this should be the case is unclear at present, given that the prepositions
seem semantically very similar to in and out. Presumably, a detailed
analysis of the metaphorical concepts involved would yield insights into
the coherence principles at work.

Finally, consider the preposition up, which specifies a path that must
overcome gravity. Fittingly, this preposition is associated with the verbs
work, thug, haul, inch, sweat, forge, puff, bump, bobble, chug, clank,
clutch, croak, groan, jolt, moan, toil, twist, and twitch, most of which are
associated with the expenditure of energy.
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Table 15. Collexemes of some container prepositions (BNC 1.0)

PREPOSITION VERB

in force, buy, advertise, brave, knock, winkle, trick, bow, bundle, jab,
weasel, wiggle

out dig, swim, fight, buy, shoot, squeeze, box, back, joke, find, force
into find, force, con, trick, worm, smash, kick, wangle, wheedle, buy, fire,

muscle, sneak, fumble, break, earn, gamble, inveigle
out of talk, spend, lie, fight, act, borrow, build, export, buy, bully, dig,

think, tear, claw, wheedle, automate, chuckle, cost-cut, devalue, engi-
neer, expand, grow, hit, invest, irritate, laugh, merge, rationalise,
scrabble, stoop, type, punch, snake

In sum, the twelve prepositions discussed here provide overwhelming
evidence for the fact that verb-preposition pairs in the way-construction
display image-schematic coherence. This is not entirely unexpected, since
prepositions are essentially image-schematic in their semantics. The idea
of image-schematic coherence receives further support by the construc-
tion’s significantly repelled collexeme pairs shown in Table 12 above:
they are overwhelmingly combinations of very general ‘light verbs’ that
have very little image schematic content (make, find) with prepositions
providing very rich image schematic content (through, into, around,
along, past, etc.), or they are combinations of richly image-schematic
verbs (pick, fight, wind) with the very abstract preposition to.

4.4. Interim summary: three types of semantic coherence

As predicted, covarying collexemes are heavily constrained by the se-
mantic coherence principle. This is in line with the semantic compatibil-
ity principle discussed in our earlier work (Stefanowitsch and Gries 2003;
Gries and Stefanowitsch 2004a, b), and thus it confirms one of the
central tenets of (cognitive) construction grammar (but note that this
principle is also found in other frameworks, e. g., LFG in the version
presented by Pinker 1989).

More specifically, three types of semantic coherence were found: (i)
coherence based in culture-specific frame-based knowledge (in the case
of the into-causative and the balanced sample for the s-genitive and the
of-construction); (ii), coherence based on semantic prototypes (in the
case of the input-to-acquisition data for the s-genitive and the of-con-
struction); and (iii), image-schematic coherence (in the case of the way-
construction). Clearly, these do not exhaust the logical or empirical pos-
sibilities (consider, for example, the possibility of metaphorical coher-
ence). Further research will undoubtedly lead to a more complete and
fine-grained taxonomy.
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5. System-based corrections to covarying-collexeme analysis

The methodology introduced in Section 3 and applied to a range of
constructions in Section 4 has one potentially serious drawback: it re-
stricts the investigation of the covariance of collexemes to one specific
context (the construction in question), disregarding the frequencies of
the construction and the collexemes in the remainder of the corpus). In
other words, the version of covarying-collexeme analysis introduced
above treats covarying-collexeme pairs as bigrams and investigates them
in the subcorpus made up of the tokens of the construction in question;
we will refer to this version as item-based covarying-collexeme analysis.
This neglect of the overall corpus frequencies potentially distorts the
results. A statistically stricter and more sophisticated version of the
method should instead treat the covarying-collexeme pair together with
the construction as a trigram and compare its observed frequency
against its expected frequency in the complete corpus; we will refer to
this version as system-based covarying-collexeme analysis (cf. also Hil-
pert 2004 for a similar attempt). Such a system-based method also allows
us to address the question whether the association of a given collexeme1-
collexeme2-construction trigram is stronger than any of the possible as-
sociations between just two of its elements in the absence of the third.

5.1. The basic correction

In order to calculate the association strength of the elements of a trigram
consisting of two collexemes and a construction, we need to compare
observed and expected frequencies in a 2*2*2 table, crossing the vari-
ables COLLEXEME 1 (Collexeme L vs. all other verbs in slot 1), COL-
LEXEME 2 (Collexeme M vs. all other verbs), and CONSTRUCTION
(C vs. all other constructions). Such a table is shown schematically in
Table 16.

To illustrate this procedure, let us return to the into-causative dis-
cussed in Section 4.1 above, and consider again fool into thinking as an
example. Some of the frequencies necessary for the required calculation
are available from the analysis discussed above: the frequency of fool in
slot 1 of the into-causative (77), the frequency of think in slot 2 (147),
the combination of the two (46), and the total number of into-causatives
(1,586). In addition, we assume the total number of argument-structure
constructions in the BNC to correspond to the total number of <s>
tags (6,217,212). This is a vast oversimplification, of course, since (i) co-
occurrence probabilities may be distorted due to different sentence
lengths (cf. e. g., Holtsberg and Willners 2001) and (ii) sentences often
contain more than one verb, and hence more than one argument struc-
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Table 16. System-based covarying-collexeme analysis

ture construction, but this simplification is necessary for practical
purposes: we need a clearly defined context within which to search for
the single and joint occurrences of the verbs in question outside of the
construction. This context would preferably be the clause, but clauses
are not annotated in the BNC. The remaining frequencies needed for the
analysis were then obtained as follows. First, we generated concordances
of all sentences containing any form of all verbs occurring in slot 1 of
the into-causative; for the example fool into thinking, this amounted to
retrieving all occurrences of the strings fool, fools, fooling and fooled
preceded and followed by word boundaries.11 The BNC contains 2,752
such sentences. Second, we conducted an analogous search for the forms
of the verb forms in slot 2, yielding 155,987 hits for think/thinks/thinking/
thought. Third, we searched all concordances of the slot-1 verbs for all
forms of the slot-2 verbs. On the basis of these three results and the
frequencies already known, we were then able to calculate all frequencies
required for the analysis summarized in Table 16, as shown in Table 17
for the example fool into thinking.
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Table 17. VERB1 * VERB2 * CONSTRUCTION for fool into thinking

VERB1 VERB2 CONSTRUCTION Computation Frequency

fool think into-causative 46 46
fool other into-causative 77�46� 31
other think into-causative 147�46� 101
other other into-causative 1,586�(46�31�101)� 1,408
fool think other 259�46� 213
fool other other 2,752�(46�31�213)� 2,462
other think other 155,987�(46�101�213)� 155,627
other other other 6,217,212�all of the above� 6,057,324

The upper half of this table is familiar from section 4.1 above, where,
on the basis of this information, we calculated the covarying-collexeme
strength for fool and think within the into-causative in the item-based
method (using the Fisher-Yates exact test). The figures in the lower half
of the table correspond to the cell values for the added dimension in
Table 16, i. e., the single and joint frequencies of the verbs outside of the
construction. In sum, the combination of two covarying collexemes and
the construction in which they occur is treated as a trigram (fool �
think � into-causative), and in order to establish whether this trigram is
significantly more or less frequent than expected any distributional sta-
tistic appropriate to 2*2*2 tables can be applied.

We decided to use a configural frequency analysis (CFA, cf. von Eye
1990; Krauth 1993) to identify the overall degree of attraction/repulsion
of the three elements. CFA is a set of techniques to investigate multidi-
mensional frequency tables, which, in addition to yielding a p-value for
the table as a whole, also yield p-values for each individual cell by com-
paring the observed cell frequency with the expected one. Since our main
interest is currently on only one of the cells, namely that where the two
verbs and the into-causative co-occur, a CFA is ideally suited. The most
common test used on CFA’s is the chi-square test. However, since the
conditions for applying the chi-square test are hardly ever met in the
context of natural language data, it is not appropriate for our purposes
(nor, for the same reasons, is the G2 value; cf. below) we use a variant
of CFA based on the binomial test (Krauth 1993: Section 1.10). As in
the case of the Fisher-Yates Exact p-values in Section 4 above, we log10-
transform the binomial p-values, change the sign of the resulting value
to indicate attraction and repulsion, and refrain from post-hoc correc-
tion. Table 18 shows the thirty most strongly attracted configuration
types.

The first four attracted configuration types are identical to those ob-
tained with the item-based method in Section 4.1 above. The ranks of
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Table 18. The thirty most strongly attracted VERB1 � VERB2 � into-causative tri-
grams

Attracted trigrams (rank 1�15) plog10 Attracted trigrams (rank 16�30) plog10

fool into thinking 138.44 seduce into believing 14.22
mislead into thinking 77.11 brainwash into thinking 14.17
mislead into believing 62.71 trick into thinking 13.55
deceive into thinking 51.04 trick into marrying 12.82
fool into believing 34.2 brainwash into believing 12.36
delude into believing 29.26 coerce into accepting 12.24
con into believing 26.82 force into accepting 11.98
delude into thinking 24.61 seduce into misbehaving 11.82
trick into believing 24.16 lull into thinking 11.81
deceive into believing 20.98 inveigle into taking 11.62
dupe into believing 20.02 blackmail into marrying 11.41
hoodwink into believing 18.24 socialise into accepting 11.33
coerce into doing 17.53 coerce into helping 11.06
trick into parting 16 lull into believing 10.59
trick into signing 15.42 trick into doing 10.56

the following collexeme pairs (and some of the pairs themselves) differ
from those in Section 4.1, but the regularities concerning the semantic
patterning of the two slots still hold: we still find a strong predominance
of verbs of trickery in slot 1, and these verbs still have the to be associ-
ated with mental predicates in slot 2. Conversely, there are a few exam-
ples where physical verbs in slot 1 (coerce, force) strongly co-occur with
those that encode more physical results verbs (do, accept, help); this ten-
dency is also strongly discernible among the next twenty configurations
(force into making/hiding, coerce into making/giving/behaving/acting etc.).
Finally, there is a strong overall preference for result predicates denoting
mental processes: think and believe make up most of the slot 2 verbs in
the most strongly attracted thirty combinations.12

The results for repelled collexemes, in contrast, differ markedly from
those obtained in Section 4.1. Because of the way the expected fre-
quencies are computed, many of them are between 0 and 1. Thus, re-
pelled collexemes are extremely unlikely in 2*2*2 tables and are only
observed for a few infrequent combinations of otherwise high-frequency
verbs. The CFAs identified a total of just four repelled combinations, all
of which were statistically non-significant, and which therefore do not
allow a meaningful interpretation: force into being, lead into having, make
into going, and talk into having.13

In sum, the system-based covarying-collexeme analysis does not result
in a substantially different picture from that obtained via the item-based
version although it is stricter with respect to the identification of repelled
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collexemes. This indicates that the item-based version � although com-
putationally much less expensive, requiring minutes rather than days to
calculate � may not generally be inferior in terms of the results it yields
for qualitative interpretation.

However, the system-based covarying-collexeme analysis as such does
not yet address the issue whether the elements of a given pair of covary-
ing collexemes are also significantly associated outside of the construc-
tion in question, and more generally, whether the association of a given
collexeme1-collexeme2-construction trigram (which we will refer to as
target trigram) is stronger than any of the possible associations between
just two of its elements in the absence of the third (to which we will refer
below as elsewhere contexts, or elsewhere trigrams). This is a crucial issue
both in a loosely and in a strictly constructional view, because there is
always a possibility that two of the three elements are so strongly associ-
ated with each other that this association strength alone also accounts
for the significant association of the whole trigram.

The strict and the loose constructionality approach differ in terms of
which comparisons of target and elsewhere trigrams are of interest. Un-
der a strict constructionality approach, grammatical constructions (like
the into-causative) are no different in kind from lexical constructions
(like the verbs occurring in the into-causative), and thus, none of the
possible combinations of two elements and one other condition has an
elevated status. In other words, we can meaningfully contrast the target
trigram fool � think � into-causative with any of the three elsewhere tri-
grams fool � think � other, fool � other � into-causative, and other �
think � into-causative. Under a loosely constructional view, in contrast,
grammatical constructions are different in kind from lexical construc-
tions: they are the frames which provide slots to be filled by lexical
items. Thus, just one of the three comparisons just mentioned is relevant,
namely the one contrasting the trigram fool � think � into-causative (the
two words in the construction) with the trigram fool � think � other (the
two words outside of the construction).

5.2. System-based corrections under a strictly or loosely constructional
view

The next question is how to contrast the target trigram with a given
elsewhere trigram. On the basis of the CFA introduced above, we suggest
the following procedure.14 First, we compute the p-value for each of the
eight cells in each table (cf. Table 16), and log10-transform them as be-
fore. For each table, we then take the plog10-value for the target-trigram
cell (i. e., VERB1 � VERB2 � into-causative) and individually subtract
from it the plog10-value for each relevant elsewhere trigram. The results
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of these subtractions provide a simple but elegant measure of association
strength: the higher the value, the more strongly the elements are
attracted to each other in the target trigram as compared to the else-
where trigram; conversely, the smaller the value, the stronger the two
elements are attracted in the elsewhere trigram. Thus, we get a measure
of relative association strength, regardless of whether this association is
significant in the target trigram, the elsewhere trigram, or both).15

Let us again clarify the procedure by means of the example fool into
thinking. As we saw in Table 18 above, the trigram fool � think � into-
causative yields a log10-transformed p-value of 138.44, which � since
this is a positive value � indicates a very high degree of mutual attrac-
tion of the three elements. If we perform an analogous computation, for
example, for the trigram fool � think � other, we obtain a log10-trans-
formed p-value of 43.1; that is, fool and think are also strongly associated
in the absence of the into-causative. Now, to determine whether and to
what degree the association between the verbs in the construction differs
from that in the elsewhere context, we simply subtract the latter value
from the former. The result, 95.34 is still a very large, positive value,
indicating that the association of fool and think in the into-causative
strongly outweighs that of fool and think elsewhere. By analogy to the
terminology employed in collocational studies (cf. Church et al. 1991;
Gries 2003a) and our own earlier work, we call fool into thinking a co-
varying collexeme combination that is distinctive for the into-causative.

While this example involves contrasting the frequencies of the two
verbs within and outside of the construction (a procedure of interest in
a loosely constructional approach), we have already indicated that the
same procedure can easily be performed for all remaining contrasts in-
volving elsewhere trigrams containing just two of the three elements). In
the remainder of this section, we will apply this procedure for the into-
causative, discussing all three contrasts.

Let us begin with Table 19, which shows the trigrams whose attrac-
tions outweigh those of the elsewhere trigrams most strongly.

The first column of Table 19 contains those trigrams that are distinc-
tive for the into-causative as compared to other constructions, i. e., those
cases that are particularly interesting from a loosely-constructional per-
spective because the construction is most responsible for the overall
attraction in the target trigram. Again, fool into thinking is the most
distinctive covarying collexeme combination by far; moreover, many of
the other highly attracted covarying collexemes from section 4.1 are still
among the combinations most strongly attracted within the into-caus-
ative as opposed to the rest of the corpus. The predominance of combi-
nations of mental cause and result predicates is even stronger than ob-
served before, and we also find the familiar combinations of physical
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Table 19. Trigrams with a preference for VERB1 � VERB2 � into-causative

VERB1 � VERB2 � CX vs. VERB1 � VERB2 � CX vs. VERB1 � VERB2 � CX vs.
VERB1 � VERB2 � other VERB1 � other � CX other � VERB2 � CX

fool � think 95.34 fool � think 99.13 coax � be 291.65
lead � do 87.17 mislead � think 32.07 cohearse � be 290.99
mislead � think 73.97 make � defend 22.85 terrify � be 290.23
force � get 59.23 get � engineer 21.67 cajole � be 288.79
mislead � believe 52.6 get � play 20.93 goad � be 288.73
deceive � think 48.28 make � go 20.2 push � be 288.49
force � do 31.81 habitualise � misrecognise 9.13 nudge � be 288.28
con � believe 25.92 indoctrinate � believe 8.64 blackmail � be 288.24
fool � believe 23.69 move � gulp 8.12 conjure � be 288.20
dupe � believe 18.93 interest � buy 7.22 force � be 288.00
trick � believe 18.85 aggravate � produce 6.62 manoeuvre � be 287.85
delude � believe 18.36 drill � accept 6.02 compel � be 287.73
coerce � do 17.17 bluff � believe 5.78 stun � be 287.67
deceive � believe 16.55 school � think 5.67 shame � be 287.59
trick � part 16.43 softtalk � play 5.43 tempt � be 287.59
trick � sign 15.09 press � accept 5.19 stimulate � be 287.46
lead � think 15.06 condition � behave 5.14 fool � think 122.96
force � think 14.77 prick � bristle 5.14 trick � have 106.68
hoodwink � believe 14.29 softsoap � buy 5.13 pressurise � have 105.82
trick � marry 13.49 distract � vie 5.05 force � have 103.11
draw � do 13.33 coopt � circulate 4.97 goad � have 102.63
brainwash � think 12.78 tillerise � think 4.89 scare � have 101.54
seduce � believe 12.78 integrate � subsume 4.89 fool � have 101.42
delude � think 12.08 wow � pant 4.78 embarrass � have 101.41
seduce � misbehave 11.82 activate � endow 4.69 push � have 100.73
brainwash � believe 11.37 motivate � buy 4.66 pressure � have 100.6
lull � believe 10.78 castigate � reverse 4.64 talk � have 99.45
coerce � help 10.69 needle � confide 4.5 lead � have 99.29
lull � think 10.64 stampede � adopt 4.48 mislead � think 52.65
coerce � accept 10.59 hound � betray 4.45 coerce � do 34.55

cause verbs (lead, force, coerce, draw) with physical result verbs (get, do,
help). All in all, then, the results of this comparison are qualitatively very
similar to the results obtained above, both by the item-based and by the
system-based methodology. This makes sense given that in all cases we
essentially take a loosely constructional view which takes the construc-
tion as a critical contexts within which the co-occurrence of verbs is
investigated. Obviously, there are also a few differences. Most conspicu-
ously, force into thinking, which was the most strongly repelled covarying
collexeme combination according to the item-based method is now
among the most strongly attracted ones, as are the formerly repelled
lead into doing, lead into thinking. These results contradict the tendencies
observed before, or rather, confirm that they are tendencies rather than
categorical constraints.

The center column contains those cases where the target trigram is
distinctive because of the verb in slot 2 as opposed to other verbs in the
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same slot, i. e., where the verb in slot 2 is most responsible for the overall
degree of attraction in the target trigram. To illustrate this perspective,
take the third-ranked pair make and defend. The log10-transformed
p-value for make � defend � into-causative is 1.43, i. e., there is a rela-
tively weak attraction among the three elements. However, the log10-
transformed p-value of make � other � into-causative is -21.42, indicat-
ing that make and the into-causative do not co-occur together (are not
attracted to each other) at all when defend is not in slot 2. Put differently,
it is the occurrence of defend in slot 2 that is responsible for the overall
result since it changes the repulsion of make � other � into-causative into
an attraction of make � defend � into-causative (albeit a weak one).
Turning to the results now, the first two cases are particularly interesting
since fool into thinking and mislead into thinking are also among the
topmost combinations in the first column. In other words, the first col-
umn shows that the high association strengths of fool into thinking and
mislead into thinking are to a large degree due to the into-causative, and
the center column shows that the second verb, think, plays a similarly
prominent role for their high trigram values. Further down the list, we
find cases where the trigram value is due to the positive influence of the
verb in slot 2 alone (and in part to the negative value of the verb in slot
1, as in the make � defend � into-causative example above). Recall that
we mentioned in Section 4.1 above that a general expectation is that the
verbs in slot 2 should predominantly encode actions that the causee is
unlikely to want to perform. A few obvious cases of such verbs can be
found on the list (misrecognise, accept, bristle, pant, betray), but all in
all, it is, of course, very much dependent on the context what someone
wants or does not want to do, and hence the list as a whole is rather
heterogeneous (but note again the prominence of mental processes in
slot 2, which seems to be inherently related to the construction’s seman-
tics).

Finally, the third column contains those trigrams that are distinctive
for the verb in slot 2 as opposed to other verbs in the same slot, i. e.,
cases where the verb in slot 1 contributes most substantially to the over-
all attraction of elements within the target trigram. To illustrate this
situation, take, the first-ranked pair coax-be. While there is a moderate
positive attraction of coax � be � into-causative (plog10 � 3.02), plog10 for
other � be � into-causative is highly negative (plog10 � �288.62), indicat-
ing that be is strongly dispreferred in the into-causative (as are most
other stative verbs). In other words, the result of the subtraction (i. e.,
the tabulated value of 291.65) indicates that the association of coax to
the into-causative is strong enough to revert the highly negative repulsion
of other � be � into-causative into a moderate positive association,
which makes sense given that coax is a paradigm case of a verb of trick-
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ery, which has been argued to be the central sense of the into-causative
(cf. Stefanowitsch and Gries 2003: Section 3.2.1; Gries and Stefano-
witsch 2004b). The inspection of the other items in the third column
confirms this tendency. Most of the verbs in slot 2 are stative high fre-
quency verbs, which � due to their tendency to occur frequently in all
contexts � do not contribute much to the association strengths in the
target trigams. In contrast, the verbs in slot 1 are all highly compatible
with the into-causative and most of them are among the most strongly
attracted verbs for this construction (cf. Stefanowitsch and Gries 2003).
Their strong influence results in the high values of the log10-transformed
differences and thus the strictly constructional perspective confirms tend-
encies observed in our earlier work.

Let us now turn to Table 20, which lists the target trigrams whose
elements are less strongly attracted to each other than the corresponding
elsewhere trigrams.

The first column contains the VERB1 � VERB2 pairs which are most
strongly repelled in the into-causative as compared to all other construc-
tions. To illustrate this situation, take force � be � other, which exhibits
a very strong attraction as compared to force � be � into-causative,
which is thus relatively dispreferred.16 In line with our earlier observa-
tions, this effect is most reasonably attributed to the fact that this trigram
combines a physical cause verb with a stative result verb. Going down
the list, note how the sets of verbs in both slots are markedly different
from those that were identified as distinctive for the construction. With
respect to slot 1, physical verbs (force, pressure, lead, draw) and com-
munication verbs (talk, reason) are much more frequent among the re-
pelled trigrams, i. e., highly untypical of the into-causative. The same is
true for the verbs in slot two: we find several broadly defined classes of
verbs that are absent or very infrequent among the attracted trigrams in
Table 19: motion verbs (go, come), communication verbs (order, agree),
(change of) possession verbs (give, have), stative copula verbs (be, be-
come) and action verbs (fight, take, change, use, work) etc.

Turning to the second column, i. e., those cases where strong difference
must be attributed to VERB2, we find that the top thirty repelled tri-
grams all contain the verb trick. Since this is among the most highly
associated verbs in the into-causative, the verbs in slot 2 must be highly
repelled in order to be able to change this association. Note that none
of them are think or believe verbs (or mental verbs in general), confirm-
ing the strong association of trickery and belief in the into-causative.
Admittedly, the items in the third column seem to contradict this trend,
as many of them combine exactly these verb classes. It is unclear what
to make of these results, given some important caveats concerning these
results, to which we turn in conclusion of the present section.
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Table 20. Repelled VERB1 � VERB2 � into-causative trigrams

VERB1 � VERB2 � CX vs. VERB1 � VERB2 � CX vs. VERB1 � VERB2 � CX vs.
VERB1 � VERB2 � other VERB1 � other � CX other � VERB2 � CX

force � be �20.42 trick � say �157.4 blackmail � channel �140.74
force � have �319.36 trick � have �156.7 lead � believe � 70.33
talk � do �319.28 trick � make �156.52 kid � believe � 69.23
reason � give �319.17 trick � see �156.31 frighten � believe � 69.05
lead � have �319.05 trick � like �156.02 trap � believe � 69.01
talk � have �287.8 trick � work �155.88 torture � believe � 68.57
force � fight �204.84 trick � back �155.55 divert � believe � 68.50
talk � go �202.84 trick � leave �155.29 cheat � believe � 68.47
lead � take �197.29 trick � feel �155.13 bully � believe � 68.39
pressure � change �166.29 trick � become �155.1 flatter � believe � 68.36
force � use �145.13 trick � try �154.96 socialise � believe � 67.96
force � order �130.52 trick � provide �154.93 mesmerise � believe � 67.76
lead � believe �110.20 trick � hold �154.9 hypnotise � believe � 67.66
force � support �105.58 trick � open �154.88 talk � believe � 67.61
talk � come �104.77 trick � meet �154.86 beguile � believe � 67.54
tempt � be �103.85 trick � question �154.75 confuse � believe � 65.38
talk � let �102.5 trick � pay �154.73 manipulate � believe � 64.43
encourage � work �102.36 trick � talk �154.71 bluff � believe � 63.41
force � work � 96.32 trick � stop �154.47 indoctrinate � believe � 61.55
talk � agree � 91.07 trick � accept �154.32 browbeat � believe � 61.39
force � become � 89.16 trick � drink �154.20 bamboozle � believe � 61.28
force � resign � 87.52 trick � pick �154.14 lull � believe � 58.52
talk � try � 80.47 trick � vote �154.07 brainwash � believe � 56.75
pressure � have � 74.75 trick � dance �153.8 seduce � believe � 53.83
persuade � take � 73.29 trick � kiss �153.64 hoodwink � believe � 49.81
make � go � 71.26 trick � pretend �153.33 dupe � believe � 46.96
encourage � take � 68.48 trick � bar �153.3 deceive � believe � 44.94
force � make � 65.05 trick � disband �152.46 trick � believe � 39.67
challenge � accept � 64.1 trick � come �151.72 school � think � 37.41
draw � work � 60.51 trick � tell �150.68 con � believe � 37.01

5.3. Discussion

The preceding section showed that many of the results of the simple,
item-based version of covarying-collexeme analysis are confirmed, but it
also yielded problematic data in some cases (specifically with respect to
the repelled trigrams). It must be pointed out, however, that at present
it is unclear to some degree what to make of either the problematic or
the unproblematic data. The reason for this is inherent in the shortcut
we had to make concerning the retrieval of the verbs under investigation
in the elsewhere contexts: recall that it was impossible to rely on the
POS-tagging in the BNC, and that therefore we used simple string
searches instead. Unfortunately, this shortcut, which maximizes recall,
comes with a considerable reduction in precision, in that it includes all
zero-derived and gerundival nouns as well as all adjectives derived from
past participles. This clearly distorts the results considerably by inflating
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the frequency of the items in question in the elsewhere context, thus (i)
making it more difficult to identify attracted trigrams and (ii) making it
easy to overestimate the degree of repulsion for repelled trigrams. This
is particularly evident in the case of the second and third column in
Table 20. In the second column, all repelled pairs contain some form of
trick, including all nominal uses, and most of the verbs in slot 1 of the
repelled pairs in the third column have zero-derived nouns or adjectives.
Thus, the problematic data may be fully or partially accounted for by
retrieval errors. From this perspective, the fact that the attracted tri-
grams confirm previous analysis becomes strong evidence for the latter:
since the inflation of the frequencies of particular verbs outside of the
target trigrams makes it more difficult for these verbs to achieve signifi-
cant degrees of attraction within the target trigrams, we should pay spe-
cial attention to those that manage anyway (trick, fool, etc.).

Given the current state of the art in corpus annotation (word class
tagging and syntactic parsing), however, the potential for application of
this method is severely limited, and the discussion in this section must
remain largely programmatic. However, we believe that the results are
promising enough to indicate that the method itself is a valuable addition
to the inventory of collostructional (and collocational) analysis, even if
it must await the arrival of more accurately annotated large corpora or
better annotation tools to unfold its true potential. Of course, if and
when such resources become available, this will raise a host of theoretical
and methodological issues that we were (conveniently) able to ignore
here. For example, using sentences rather than clauses as the defining
unit for the elsewhere contexts is a simplification that should be avoided.
Moreover, we presumably need to place additional restrictions on the
elsewhere context. Most importantly, it would be highly desirable to hold
dependency relations between the covarying collexemes constant, in or-
der to prevent, for example, the combination let’s talk to lower the sig-
nificance of talk into letting). In this respect, system-based covarying-
collexeme analysis is ahead of what is currently achievable if we take the
methodological commitments of quantitative corpus linguistics seriously.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a method for investigating the relation-
ship between lexical items occurring in different slots of the same con-
struction, and more generally, for investigating associations between
triplets of linguistic signs. This method completes the family of col-
lostructional methods that we began to introduce in earlier work (Ste-
fanowitsch and Gries 2003; Gries and Stefanowitsch 2004a).
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In our application of the method, we have dealt with two specific
theoretical issues: first, semantic compatibility between constructions
and lexical items and second, semantic coherence between lexical items
occurring in different slots of the same construction. With respect to the
first issue, the results presented here confirm a simple but important
insight from previous collostructional studies: that there is such compat-
ibility. This is by no means a trivial insight, since this result is only
expected in theories of language that view grammatical constructions as
meaningful, and hence it provides supports for such theories and against
theories that view grammatical constructions as an epiphenomenon of
the application of meaningless rules. With respect to the second issue,
the paper has shown that lexical items occurring in different slots of a
construction do indeed display semantic coherence. In itself, this would
of course be a trivial insight if this coherence were purely topical; in this
case, it could be fully accounted for by theories of textual coherence and
would not have to be described at the level of syntactic constructions.
However, instead of a purely textual coherence we found different kinds
of coherence for different kinds of constructions, namely coherence
based on world knowledge concerning associations between entities in
the world, coherence based on frame-based knowledge about associa-
tions between events, coherence based on image-schematic properties,
and coherence based on constructional semantic prototypes.

In addition, we have discussed different variants of the method. We
drew a major distinction between the item-based variant, which looks at
a potential pair of covarying collexemes only in the construction in ques-
tion, and the system-based variant, which takes into consideration the
overall single and joint frequencies of the words and the construction.
With respect to the latter, we drew a second distinction between an appli-
cation in a loosely-constructional view, where the co-occurrence of two
lexical items within a construction is compared to their co-occurrence
outside of this construction, and an application in a strictly-construc-
tional view, where the co-occurrence of all three elements is contrasted
with all co-occurrences of any two of the three elements. We found that,
within a loosely-constructional view, the item-based variant is a reason-
able shortcut; given the indeterminacy of many word forms with respect
to their part of speech and the resulting tagging errors in all presently
available corpora, the item-based method has a considerably higher
precision and recall than the system-based one, and may thus be prefer-
able in many situations despite its neglect of overall frequencies.

In this context, let us briefly comment on the issue of frequencies
and collostruction strength. It is sometimes suggested that simple raw
frequencies suffice to investigate associations between words (cf. e. g.,
Stubbs 1995) or between words and constructions (cf. Goldberg, Casen-
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hiser, and Sethuraman 2004) or that the utility of inferential statistics in
general is rather overestimated (cf. e. g., Kilgarriff, to appear). We dis-
agree with these suggestions; although we acknowledge problems that
may arise in the process of statistical evaluation, we believe that the
advantages of judging observed frequencies in light of expected ones
outweigh these problems. This does not mean that we discount frequency
altogether. Frequency is obviously an important factor in language, and
the point of our methods (and other quantitative corpus methods) is
precisely to distinguish relevant frequency information from irrelevant
information (cf. Gries, Hampe, and Schönefeld [to appear, submitted]
for the high correlation between collostruction strength and frequency
and experimental data confirming the predictive superiority of col-
lostruction strength over frequency data in cases where the two measures
make different predictions). From this perspective, the procedures de-
scribed here and in our earlier work may simply be seen as ever more
fine-grained corrections to a more naı̈ve approach that would take sim-
ple frequencies at face value.

In conclusion, we stress emphatically that this paper can only be seen
as the starting point for more in-depth studies of linguistic phenomena.
Work that is currently underway includes research on the potential regis-
ter or dialect specificity of collexemes (Stefanowitsch and Gries, to ap-
pear; Wulff, Gries, and Stefanowitsch 2005) and research on how to
use statistical clustering techniques on covarying collexemes in order to
identify semantic classes more objectively than we have so far done in the
qualitative interpretation of our results (Gries and Stefanowitsch 2004c).
However, the potential of the methods presented here (and of collostruc-
tional methods in general) is much wider, and hopefully future research
will show the full extent (as well as the limits) of this potential.
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the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology, Leipzig, and the Third
International Conference on Construction Grammar, Marseille. We thank the au-
diences and two anonymous reviewers for their comments. All remaining errors
and inconsistencies are, of course, our own. Correspondence address: Anatol
Stefanowitsch, Universität Bremen, Fachbereich 10, Bibliothekstraße/GW2 D-
28334 Bremen, Germany; email: �stefanowitsch@uni-bremen.de�.

1. Note that, in our view, any mechanism that captures the form/meaning relation-
ship in question (e. g., lexical rules in LFG or HPSG) can be seen as logically
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equivalent to a ‘construction’, and hence theories making use of such mechanisms
can be argued to constitute constructional approaches. Thus, what counts for us
is the notion of recurrent configurations of syntactic elements that are associated
with recurrent semantic contents rather than the specific formalisms employed to
represent such configurations.

2. This approach is similar in some respects to work by Evert and colleagues men-
tioned above, but it differs fundamentally in some key respects. First, and most
importantly, collostructional analysis investigates constructions, i. e., grammatical
form-meaning pairs of sometimes considerable complexity, rather than simple and
relatively unspecific syntactic patterns such as adjective � noun. In other words,
the retrieval of items is based on an identification of formal characteristics (e. g.,
phrase structure trees) as well as constructional meaning as determined by inde-
pendent linguistic research rather than on the somewhat vaguer criterion on, say,
“candidate pairs perceived as ‘typical’ combinations” (Evert and Krenn 2001: 2).
In addition, the purpose of collostructional analysis as pursued so far is not just
to identify (groups of) words, but also to shed light on the semantic regularities
connected to particular syntactic patterns; for a similar approach cf. Schulte im
Walde’s (2003) work on subcategorization preferences of the kind listed in Levin
(1993) or Brent (1993). Second, in collostructional analysis the constructions in-
vestigated are retrieved on the basis of fully manually corrected parse trees (as in
our work based on the ICE-GB) or on the basis of a maximally underspecified
search string followed by a manual correction even if this requires weeding out
more than 10,000 false hits (as in Gries and Stefanowitsch 2004b). Although this
is very labor-intensive, it is more precise than relying on a regular parser automati-
cally pre-processing the data for automatic retrieval (cf. Evert 2004: section 2.3.3
for precision and recall results based on automatic preprocessing). Finally, the
constructions retrieved for analysis are coded without exceptions, i. e., without
disregarding low-frequency pairs (which is often done in other approaches for
reasons of mere computational convenience).

3. There are many other measures that we could have used; cf. Daille (1994), Schone
and Jurafsky (2001), or Weeber, Vos, and Baayen (2000) for discussion and evalu-
ation. However, many of these statistics are problematic to some extent since (i)
they involve distributional assumptions violated by natural language data and (ii)
yield unreliable results when applied to low-frequency data. The Fisher-Yates Ex-
act test we have been using is not subject to such theoretical and/or distributional
shortcomings (for discussion of this test as a measure of collocational strength,
cf. Pedersen 1996). We are aware of the fact that our procedure involves many
different significance tests on a single data set and that usually corrections for
multiple testing are employed in such contexts (cf. Wright 1992 for an overview
of such corrections). However, since � as in our earlier work � we do not use
the p-values for strict significance decisions but mostly for ranking, we do not
usually apply post-hoc tests (but if needed, this could of course be done at little
computational cost).

4. Anatol Stefanowitsch’s PerlClx 1.0 is written in Perl, Stefan Th. Gries’s CollAna-
lysis 3.0 is written in the R language. Both packages avoid on computational
shortcuts for the summation of p-values and the resulting problems (cf. Evert
2004: 83) and are available under the GNU Public License from the authors
upon request.

5. Arguably, hiding is more likely to be a noun here than a true present participle.
It was erroneously coded as a verb and included in the analysis at an early point.
Since the same data set was also used to perform the computationally extremely
expensive calculations discussed below, we decided to accept this coding error
rather than recalculate everything.
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6. It also reflects a tendency, discussed in more detail in Gries and Stefanowitsch
(2004b), for mental cause verbs to be associated with mental result verbs and for
physical cause verbs to be associated with physical result verbs. Note that the
two significantly repelled collexeme pairs are combinations of physical causes and
mental results.

7. Note that we have simply claimed here that these associations are culture-specific,
but current research (Wulff, Gries, and Stefanowitsch 2005) confirms these claims:
a contrastive analysis of British and American English (journalese) shows, among
other things, that many result frames that are associated with force frames in
British English are associated with verbal persuasion frames in American Eng-
lish.

8. Way of doing and way of getting should arguably be excluded because they contain
present participles rather than true nouns; we followed the part-of-speech tagging
of the Manchester Corpus here.

9. It is a matter of opinion whether this combination (as in They paid their way) can
be regarded as an instance of the way-construction. Goldberg (1995: Chapter 9)
argues that the oblique PP is an obligatory part of the construction, which would
disqualify this case, and admittedly its behavior differs from the other cases, most
obviously in that the subject and the possessive can refer to different entities (She
paid his way, cf. *She made his way into the ballroom). We decided to err on the
side of precision here in order to maximize recall.

10. Note that here and elsewhere, as in earlier publications, we posit semantic classes
post hoc and on the basis of what we consider plausibly to represent frame-based
knowledge. In our view, this strategy is preferable to using predetermined seman-
tic taxonomies (say, that of Levin [1993] or of the FrameNet project), since, first,
it is unclear to us what predictions would follow from such predetermined classes
for the issues under investigation, and second, such taxonomies simply do not
have a sufficiently broad coverage in terms of the lexical items they include in
order to be applied in the kind of exhaustive data retrieval strategy we employ
here. However, we are, of course, well aware of the pitfalls of our strategy, and
are currently exploring data-driven strategies for more objective classification
(see Conclusions).

11. Initially, we had planned to utilize the POS-tagging of the BNC to that end.
However, since the tagging error rate turned out to be enormously high especially
for some low-frequency verbs, we decided to maximize recall and disregard the
tags completely even though this inflates the numbers of hits for a few words
including, say, fool, talk, and force, which also occur as nouns frequently. Includ-
ing these nouns, however, only makes the test for attracted collexeme combina-
tions stricter, as the higher overall frequencies of the words existing both as verbs
and as nouns or adjectives leads to higher expected frequencies of co-occurrence
in the into-causative, and thus significant results under these circumstances are
even more indicative of some interesting relation between the lexical item and
the construction.

12. A sceptic might argue that it does not make sense to compare covarying collexeme
strengths calculated on the basis of the Fisher-Yates exact test to the present ones
calculated on the basis of the exact binomial test. However, our concern is only
with ranking collexemes rather than comparing exact p-values, and since the
rankings resulting from both statistics are identical for all practical purposes
(τ � 0.993; z � 51.1; p � 0), this technical difference is irrelevant here.

13. It has been claimed that repulsion, i. e., a negative association between linguistic
items is extremely infrequent (cf. Church et al. 1991: 124). For 2-by-2 tables, our
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previous work on collostructions has shown that this claim is false, or at least too
strong; however, for 2-by-2-by-2 tables, it does indeed seem to hold.

14. Let us briefly comment on three seemingly obvious alternatives to the procedure
outlined below. First, and perhaps most obviously, one might use a procedure
based on the comparison of the odds ratios of the appropriate 2-by-2 tables by
means of the Mantel-Haenszel statistic. However, the Mantel Haenszel test tests
a slightly different hypothesis, is very sensitive to low-frequency items, and can
only be applied in the absence of three-way interactions (which we did in fact find
in 44 % of the all individual tables. A second obvious possibility is the use of
multidimensional Chi-square tests or loglinear models (cf. Blaheta and Johnson
2001), but the low frequencies often encountered in natural language data unduly
inflate Chi-square and G2.

15. Cf. Wulff, Gries and Stefanowitsch (2005) and Stefanowitsch and Gries (to ap-
pear) for further examples and results of this approach.

16. Plog10 for force � be � other was manually set to 320 since the computation of
pbinomial exceeds our available computing power, as mentioned above.
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